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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we assume that space means T3 5-space (i.e., completely regular, 
Hausdorff space), except in Theorem 1.2 which requires no separation axioms at 
all. A space is called pseudocompact provided every continuous, real-valued function 
on X is bounded, or equivalently, if there does not exist an infinite, locally finite 
family of non-void open sets in X. In [1], Z. Frolik defined the class P to be the 
class of all spaces X such that X x Y is pseudocompact for every pseudocompact 
space y , and he gave a characterization of that class [1, Theorem 3.6]. M. Atsuji 
noticed that there is a gap in Frolik's proof of the characterization theorem. It is 
the main purpose of this paper to show that a minor modification to Frolik's proof 
results in a correct proof (thus, the characterization is valid), and to give an example 
to show that Frolik's proof does not work in all cases (so some modification of his 
proof is necessary in order to give a correct proof). We begin with the s tatement of 
Frolik's characterization. 
T h e o r e m 1.1. [1, 3.6] For a T3 5-space X, the following are equivalent 
\. X belongs to class P, 
2. If<?/ is an infinite disjoint family of non-void open subsets of X, then there 
exists a disjoint sequence { [ / n : n E w } in <%/ such that for every filter ^V of infinite 
subsets of to we have 
n LT^%0-
F^JY neF 
The gap in Frolik's proof of Theorem IT occurs in the step "1 —• 2," where given 
an arbitrary space X tha t does not satisfy the condition in 2, he claims to construct 
1 Partially supported by NSF grant DMS-8900064. The results in this paper were presented 
at the Seventh Prague Topology Symposium, August 1991. 
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a space Y C fiX which is pseudocompact, but A' x Y is not pseudocompact (thus 
1 fails). Our modification of the proof consists in constructing a similar Y, but our 
y is a subset of ftu> instead of f3X. In §2, we sliow that Frolik's construction for Y 
does not work for every X. 
P r o o f of Theorem 1.1. "1 —> 2." Suppose that A" does not satisfy the condition 
in 2. Then there exists a countably infinite pairwise disjoint family {Un : n G u>} of 
non-empty open subsets of A' such that for any infinite N C CJ, there exists a filter 
.yfyv on N such that 
(0 n u ^ =0-
F£~YN n£F 
Define 
(2) y = LO U {u G CJ* : 3 N G [u]"(u D <A'N)}. 
Clearly Y C (3LO is pseudocompact since every infinite subset of the dense set LO C Y 
has a limit point in Y. We show that the space A" x Y is not pseudocompact. Consider 
the family °l/ — {Un x {n} : 77 G to} of non-empty open subsets of A' x V. We shall 
prove that °?/ is locally finite. Let u G Y — LO. By definition of Y there exist N C CJ, 
and a filter ,/f/v on N such that J\'N C u, and (1) holds. Thus for any x G A' there 
exist F G -A'/v and an open set V containing x such that V C\ ( (J Un) = 0 . Then 
n£F 
V x F is an open neighborhood of (x^u) which misses every set in J?/ because if 
n G F then Un C\ V = 0. This completes the proof. - • 
We note that neither the above proof of "1 —> 2" nor Frolik's proof of "2 —-> 1" 
requires any separation axioms on the spaces A' or Y. Thus, Theorem 1.1 can now be 
reformulated as follows. Recall that a space is called feebly compact if every locally 
finite family of nonempty open sets in the space is finite. 
T h e o r e m 1.2. For tiny feebly compact topological space A", the following are 
equivalent 
1. X x Y is feebly compact for every feebly compact space Y, 
2. If6?/ is an infinite disjoint family of non-void open subsets of X, then there 
exists a disjoint sequence {Un : n G LJ) in °?/ such that for every filter ^Y of infinite 
subsets of LO we have 
F£..Y n£F 
łe 
2. E X A M P L E 
Let [0, l] denote the closed unit interval with its usual topology. For each n E u) 
t lu = {n} x [0, 1], and let S/ = u> x [0, 1]. 
T h e o r e m 2.1. There is a space X with ^ C X C pS?, and a family {Un : n e u} 
of disjoint open subsets of X such that 
(a) for any infinite N C u> there exists a filter ^V on N such that 
Fe^v neF 
and 
(b) for any choice of zn E Un for n E u>, tije space 
(3) y = Z^X - ( N - z ? ) , 
vvijere Z — {zn: n ^ u>}, is pseudocompact, and 
(c) A' x y is pseudocompact. 
Since the definition of the space Y in (3) is tlie one used by Frolik (see [1, page 
345, line —2]), Theorem 2 d sliows that Frolik's proof of Theorem 1.1 (1 —> 2) does 
not always work. We now list two lemmas that we need in the proof of 2.L 
Recall that for / : u> —* A' and 7- E CJ* we define x — 7 ,-lim/ provided for every 
neighborhood U of x E A", the set {71 E u>: f(n) E U} is in r. A discussion of 
'V-liinits" is given in [3]. 
L e m m a 2.2. Let 7Tx and wy denote the natural projection maps on X x Y. If 
f: u —-> A" x V, and 7- E CJ*, tijejj (x,y) = r - l i n i / if and only if x = r-\imnx o / , 
and y — r- lini7r^ o f. 
L e m m a 2.3. If f: u> —•» K is one-to-one into a compact space K, and f(u>) is 
C*-embedded in K, then the Stone extension f : (3u> —> f(u) is a homeomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let <c/ denote the set of all one-to-one sequences f : u> —> 5? 
such that \f(u))D In | ^ 1 for all 7/ E ut. Let 7r denote the Stone extension of the map 
from . y onto u that collapses In onto n. Since S/ has cardinality c, so does x/. Let 
{(/«></«) '• <* < c} be a listing of all pairs (/, g) E s/ x «e/ such that /(u;) n g ( u ) = 0. 
We now select some points of /3J7 — SS by transfinite induction on c. Assume we 
have constructed distinct xp,yp E j35^ — Sf and ultrafilters ra E co* such that the 
following hold for all j3 < ex where a < c: 
(4) xp = rp-hmfp, and yp = rp-Wmgp, 
(5) z/3,2//? g {x1,y1: 7 < /?}• 
To pick xa) ya) and r a , let P = {xp}yp: /? < a}. Since / a and #« are in stf', their 
ranges are closed subsets of the metric space S?\ so by the Tietze extension theorem 
both fa(w) and ga(u) are C*-embedded in S?} hence in J35?. By 2.3, their Stone 
extensions fa and g a are homeomorphisms, hence one-to-one. Since |u>*| = 2
C, 
Q = ">*-{fZ\P)vsZ1(P))¥:9-
Pick any r £ Q, and define r a = r, x a = r - l i m / a and ya = r - l i m g a . In /3cj it is 
obvious tha t r = r - l i m i ^ , where i^ denotes the identity map on u>. By continuity, 
fa(r) = r - l i m / a o i ^ = r - l i m / a , 
and similarly for ga. Thus (5) holds because xa = / a ( r ) , and ga = ga(r). This 
completes the induction. Now we define 
X = y\J{xa: a < c}. 
Note tha t X is pseudocompact because every sequence in the dense set Sf C A' has 
a limit point in X. Define 
Un = 7 r -
1 ( { n } ) D X = In 
for all n £ u>. We show that 2.1(a) holds. Since ~(X) has cardinality c, the set 
D — CJ* — 7r(K) is dense in ur*, and therefore for any infinite Af C w there exists 
u G D f! N*. The ultrafilter u is the filter on N required in 2.1(a): Since 7r_ 1(F) = 
UiUi-.ieF}, 
(6) n u U* = n ' -w 
Feun£F Feu 
To show that the set in (6) is empty, it suffices to show 
(?) ft^irf* c*-\U). 
Feu 
-ßУ 
If (7) did not hold, then there would exist a point x E 7r - 1 (F) for all F " u and 
7r(.r) ^ it. Thus, there would be an F £ u such that w(x) £ F ; so 7T~1(UJ — F ) 
would be a clopen neighborhood of x missing 7r_1(F) (i.e., x (£ -~l(F) ). Thus 
2.1(a) holds. 
Now we turn to 2 .1(b), and in fact take any choice of zn G Un for n 6 w, put 
Z — {zTl: n G u}, and define, as in Frolik's proof [1, page 345, line —2], 
y = zpx - (X - Z). 
The subspace Y is pseudocompact because every sequence in the dense subset Z has 
a limit point in Y. Thus, 2.1(b) holds. 
To complete the proof we have to show that 2.1(c) holds, i.e., that X x Y is 
pseudocompact. To do this, we take an arbitrary infinite family yV of disjoint open 
subsets of X x Y, and show it is not locally finite in X x Y. We project this family 
into X and Y, and consider three cases. Since (J{In : n G w) = y is dense in X, 
and projection maps are open, we know that for every W G >^ there exists m G u> 
such that TTX(W) n Im 9- 0. 
C a s e 1. There exists m G w such that for infinitely many W £ W, irX(W)r\Im 7-
0. In this case, infinitely many sets in y^ intersects Im x Y which is the product of 
a compact and a pseudocompact space; hence is pseudocompact [2, 9.14]. Thus, ^ 
is not locally finite. 
C a s e 2. There exists z £ Z such that {W G >^: z G TTy(VV)} is infinite. As in 
Case 1, we are done since X x {z} is pseudocompact . 
C a s e 3. Not Case 1, and not Case 2. Assume we have constructed IV, G # 7 , 
Xi G X, and 7iz, nii G w for all i < k such that 
(8) 7i0 < 7ii < • • • < n„_i and 77i0 < 7711 < < m „ _ i , 
(9) xie7rx(wl)n(ini-z), 
(io) (xi,zmi)eWi. 
To construct 7^, m„, Wk, and #„, we note that by "not Case 1" there are only finitely 
many W G W such that nx(W) intersects | J { I i : i ^ n^_ 1}, and by "not Case 2" 
there are only finitely many W G >^ such that 7TA'(VV) intersect {zi: i ^ 77ijt_i}. Pick 
VVjt G y/x which is not in either of the mentioned finite subsets of W. There exists 
n„ G w such that wx(Wk) H Infc 7- 0. Clearly n„ > n^_ i . Since In has no isolated 
points and \Z C\ In\ — 1 we may pick _•* G TTx(VVjt) H (Infc - Z). Since {zj.} x Z is 
dense in {xk} x Y, there exists z G Z such that (:c„,2:) G VVfc. Let 77i£ G OJ be such 
that z = zmA.. Clearly m„ > m ^ - i . This completes the induction . 
Define / ( i ) = Xi and g(i) = zrYli for all i G u. Now (8) and (9) imply that 
(/>#) G ^ / , say ( / , g) = ( / a , g a ) for some a < c. We have, therefore, 
xa = r a - l i m / a , a n d ya = r a - l i m ^ a . 
Hence by 2.2, (xa,ya) — ra- lim(f(i), g(i)). By definition of X, we have xa Є N, and 
since g is a mapping into Z, we have ya Є Z — Z. By the construction, ya ï£ A'; 
so we have ya Є Z — (X — Z) — Y. Thus (xa,ya) Є X x Y. Tliis shows by (10) 
that W is not locally finite at the point (xa,ya), and this coшpletes the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
We thank JVI. Atsuji for bringing the gap in FrolíVs proof to our at tention, and 
W. G. Fleissner for a helpful discussion of these results. We also thank K.P. Hart 
for his coiшnents on the manuscript and his help with TftK. 
A d d e d 12 May 1993: Today we learned that a proof of Theorem 1.1 (1 —- 2), 
essentially the same as above, was given earlier by J . L. Blasco Olcina in "Pseu-
docompacidad y compaeidad nuinerable del producto dę dos espacios topológicos," 
Co l lectanea Mathematica 29 (1978) 89-96, and in- "Compacidad numerab le y pseudo-
Compacidad del pгoducto de dos espacios topologícos. Productos finitos de espacios 
con topologias* proyectivas de funciones reales," Serie Universitaria 39, Fundacion 
J u a n March, Madrid 1978. 
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